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ABSTRACT 

While banking becomes simpler with the assistance of ATM, the likelihood of fraud are 

widespread. There have been numerous mishaps and misrepresentations in banking 

operations that generally occur. There is therefore a serious need for such a scheme to 

be developed that would serve to safeguard customers against fraud and other safety 

breaches. This document recommends the Face Recognition System alliance for 

verification method and safety enhancement in the banking region. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The increase of technology in India has brought into force many kinds of machinery 

aimed at increasing client satisfaction[1]. ATM is one of those machines that made cash 

transaction simple for bank clients. But it has both benefits and inconveniences. Current 

ATMs use naught to confirm uniqueness by using more than an access card and PIN. 

This ATM Using Face Recognition System demonstrates the way through card theft, PIN 

theft, stealing and hacking of customer account information and other safety components 

to a lot of false effort and mistreatment. Effectively, this method would become details 

and other safety component[2].FRS (Face Recognition System) is an application that 

mechanically recognizes a individual from a video source from a digital image or a video 

outline. One of the activities of this technique is to match the selected facial 

characteristics from the facial database and the picture[3]. In addition, a positive visual 

match would cause the live image to be stored in the database so that future transactions 

would have a wider base from which to compare if the original account image fails to 

match–thereby reducing false negatives[4]. 
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WORKING 

A database of person face maintained by system that provides face detection.The face 

detector will spot the face, removing any other details that are not linked to the face (like 

the background)[5]. It defines the facial region and in the picture of the individual to be 

recognized leaves the non-facial region.This system's first and foremost significant step 

will be to find a strong open source facial recognition program that utilizes local feature 

assessment and is focused on facial verification[6]. By extracting characteristics from a 

snap of the subject's face, various facial recognition algorithms are acquainted with faces. 

For example, the size, comparative position and/or outline of the nose, eyes, cheekbone 

and jaw can be examined by an algorithm[7]. Then these facial appearances are used to 

search through corresponding characteristics for other images. Another algorithm 

manages a balcony of face pictures and then compresses face pictures and saves only the 

data in the picture used for face detection.When a client places a bankcard, a stereo 

camera locates the face, finds the eye, and takes a digital iris picture up to two or three 

feet away[8]. Compared to one of the customers, the resulting computerized "iris code" 

will originally provide the bank. If the two codes don't match, ATM won't operate. The 

camera also uses no beam whatsoever. Instead, a unique lens was created that not only 

blows up the iris picture, but gives more detail when it does. Iris scans are more accurate 

to scan voices and fingerprints than other high-tech ID systems available.  

 

 

CONCLUSION 

We are therefore developing an ATM model that offers safety through the use of facial 

verification software Adding facial recognition technologies to the identity confirmation 

method used in ATMs can significantly decrease forced transactions. It is powerful to use 

a 2d and 3d recognition technology and is further strengthened when another is used at 

authentication stage. 
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